Bird Ballard Flip Album Tutorial

Paper
Basic Gray Card stock: Cut 7 1/4" x 9 3/8"; scored at 4 ½, 4 5/8, 4 ¾ and 4 7/8"
Petal Pink Card stock: Cut (3) 7" x 4 ¼"
Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper: Cut (3) 6 3/4" x 4"
Basic Gray Card stock: Cut (4) 5" x 4 1/2"; score at 4 ¼"
Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper: Cut (9) 4" x 4 1/4"
Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper: Cut (4) 4 1/4" x ½"
Basic Gray Card stock: scrap for die cutting
Petal Pink Card stock: scrap for die cutting
Very Vanilla Scalloped Lace Trim: Cut 22-24"
Bird Ballard Trinkets: 1 assorted

Supplies:

Paper
Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper (149592)
Basic Gray Card stock (121044)
Petal Pink Card stock (122925)

Accessories
Very Vanilla Scalloped Lace Trim (149593)
Bird Ballard Trinkets (149594)
Layering Ovals Dies (141706)
Simply Scored Scoring Tool (122334)

Adhesives
Snail (104332/104331)
Tear & Tape (138995)
Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430)
Mini Glue Dots (103683)

*Free as a Bird Bundle (151123)
Bird Ballard Flip Album Tutorial
YouTube Tutorial Link: https://youtu.be/VT1H7PmuS2c

Assembly:

1. Score the cover for the album by placing the 9 3/8" side along the top the Simply Scored Board and score at 4 ⅛, 4 5/8, 4 ¾ and 4 7/8".
2. Using the Bone Folder fold on the first and fourth score line.
3. Score the pages at the 4 ¼" mark and use the Bone Folder to make the score lines sharp.
4. Add Tear & Tape adhesive in two strips along the length of the ¾" section on the pages. Repeat on the rest of the pages.
5. Adhere the first page to the bottom section of the cover by lining up the side and bottom edges with the cover.
6. Open the page and adhere the next page by lining it up with the ¾" section and lining up the side and bottom edges. Repeat for the remaining two pages.
7. Decide which of the Bird Ballard Designer Series Piece you would like on each page. Lay them out so that you have them in the order desired.
8. Begin adhere the Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper piece to the front side of the 4 pages.
9. Adhere the last piece onto the back cover lining it up against the ¾" card stock.
10. Adhere the Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper pieces to the back side of the 4 pages.
11. Add the ½" strips of Designer Series Paper to the ¾" area in between each page.
12. Repeat until all pages and strips are adhered.
13. Adhere the Petal Pink Card stock panel to the top section of the album.
14. And then adhere the Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper (polka dot side) to the Petal Pink layer.
15. To decorate the cover, begin with adding a bit of Snail Adhesive down the center of the back cover to catch your ribbon.
16. Add the Very Vanilla Scallop Edge Ribbon in the center. Leave enough length so that you can tie a bow. (You can tie the ribbon to make sure that you have enough if you would like and move it as needed on the snail. Do not trim your ribbon ends yet).
Bird Ballard Flip Album Tutorial

Assembly Continued:

17. Adhere the Petal Pink panel over the ribbon onto the back cover.
18. Then adhere the Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper piece onto the Petal Pink layer.
19. Flip the album over and move the ribbon out of the way. (If you tied it in step 16.)
20. Adhere the Petal Pink Card stock panel to the front cover of the album.
21. And then adhere the Bird Ballard Designer Series Paper to the Petal Pink layer.
22. Lay the piece of ribbon in place over the flip album cover.
23. Using the Petal Pink Card stock cut a layering oval with your die cutting machine as desired. (You can decorate this oval piece as desired with stamping).
24. Using the Basic Gray Card stock piece cut a layering scallop oval with your die cutting machine as desired.
25. Adhere the Petal Pink oval piece to the Basic Gray scallop oval.
26. Add Stampin’ Dimensionals onto the back of the layered piece and adhere to the cover straddling the ribbon.
27. Add a Bird Ballard Trinket with a Mini Glue Dot as desired.
28. Tie the Very Vanilla Scallop Edge Ribbon into a bow as desired.
29. Trim ends of ribbon as desired.